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CRISPS
KEY INSIGHTS FROM OUR GREAT GREEN
SUSTAINABILITY STUDY

Impact launched a sustainability tracker in October 2019 and we
have recently completed the 4th wave of the study. The tracker
takes place twice a year in April and October and we speak to over
6,000 people, nationally representative of the UK 18+ population.

The study explores:
Consumer knowledge and awareness of environmental issues
Consumers' current behaviours and attitudes towards being eco-
friendly
Influencers on consumers' attitudes and behaviours
Perceptions of some of the biggest brands (covering over 150
FMCG and retail brands) and familiarity with their initiatives

SUSTAINABILITY HELPS YOUR BRAND STAND OUT

Quality of products and value for money are the top priorities when choosing a crisp
brand, and have remained that way for the last 2 years of research. Both of these factors
have seen a marginal increase in importance since we started the research. Meanwhile,
aspects such as brand and price & promotions have become less important over time.

Sustainability has become significantly more important than it was pre-Covid in October 2019, driven
especially by environment, social responsibility and ethics.

Crisp brands need to do more to communicate their sustainability agenda and help them standout
from competitors.

Sustainability is 
19% more important

than it was in October 2019 

Value for money is
9% more important

than it was in October 2019 

Quality of products is
5% more important

than it was in October 2019 

Brand is 
28% less important

than it was in October 2019 

Price & promotions are
14% less important

than they were in October 2019 

INSIGHT
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PACKAGING DRIVES PERCEPTIONS OF SUSTAINABILITYINSIGHT

To hear more about our study and how we can help
you with your sustainability goals, please contact

Tom Gould, Head of Consumer on:

tom.gould@impactmr.com

In partnership with
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COMMUNICATION OF INGREDIENTS IS OF IMPORTANCEINSIGHT

The crisp category has typically been associated with its excessive and difficult to
recycle packaging. It is likely for this reason that packaging materials are a top driver of
influencing perceptions of crisp brands being environmentally-friendly, along with quality
and price.

Claims focused on ingredients are also likely to resonate with consumers. Through testing
a number of claims a crisp brand could potentially make, it’s clear that as well as talking
about recyclability of packaging, the source of ingredients is also of particular importance.

Almost half of consumers said they would feel more positive about a
crisp brand that claimed they had stopped using palm oil and/or all their
ingredients are responsibly sourced.
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(vs. 15% who would feel positive
about a crisp brand using
responsibly-sourced palm oil)
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The negative perception of the crisp category in terms of sustainability has been further fueled by crisp
packs being regularly seen littered on the ground. These perceptions could be changed simply by
offering recyclable packaging – for example, Walkers has committed to making all their crisp packaging
100% recyclable by 2025 (and is the leading crisp brand in our study).

However, for this to follow through into consumer action, on-pack communication will be essential.
Currently 75% of consumers claim crisp brands need to make it clearer how to dispose of the
packaging.

75% agree it should be made
clearer how to dispose of

crisp packaging

47% would feel more positive
about a crisp brand that has
committed to tackling the

plastic crisis

Packaging
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Quality

Price

24%

24%

24%

Nearly 1 in 4 claim materials,
quality and price influence their
perceptions of crisp brands being

environmentally-friendly
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